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Where do we go during 
out-of-body States?
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OBE v NDE
An OBE is a disruption in self/body 
integration

Occurs in about 30% of all NDE but can 
also occur due to exertion.. Due to vertigo .. 
entheogen .. TM (Transcendental Meditation) .. 
stroke/epileptic episode .. sleep paralysis .. 
brainwave/hypnagogia .. self-induction .. 
breathwork and other



W
hat happens in O

BE?

Characteristics of OBE
Monroe Institute research panelists have cited 
characteristics:

❖ the sense of conscious separation from the physical body (prominent 
in about half of accounts according to OBE researchers including 
myself)

❖ emergence of a fully formed energy body which is embodied distinctly 
separately to one’s physical body

❖ vibrations that signal one making the detachment from body 1 to 
body 2 (prominent in about 2/3rd of accounts according to the 
Institute)

Other organizations such as the International Academy of 
Consciousness:

❖ perception in 360°
❖ observing para-arms or astral arms that are luminous and 

translucent
❖ psi-related effects such as having the distinct impression of telepathic 

exchanges with another



Typology
Some useful definitions:

Autoscopy - seeing one’s own body from 
extra-personal space

Heautoscopy - being in both places at the same time 
i.e. - bi-location

Real-time zone - Experience of actual reality or 
mirrored reality in OBE

Astral projection - Experience of a non-physical or 
imaginary reality - most common mistaken as OBEs

Brb astral 
projecting 

yo

Reference:
De Foe, A. (2012). How should therapists respond to 
client accounts of out-of-body experience?. 
International Journal of Transpersonal Studies, 31(1), 
75-82.



Body 
ownership 
literature

See also: rubber hand illusion
Phantom limb effects

Whole-body VR transfer

De Foe, A. (2017). Proneness and methodological factors in body ownership illusions [Doctoral dissertation, Monash University]. Monash University 
Research Repository. https://bridges.monash.edu/articles/thesis/Proneness_and_methodological_factors_in_body_ownership_illusions/4679476
De Foe, A. (2022). Are out-of-body experiences illusory? A pilot study. Australian Journal of Parapsychology, 22(2), 31-38.



Historical work: OBE/Cartesian spaces
Where do we actually go? More importantly: Where are we now?

Plato - realm of ideas

Descartes - mind/body dynamism

Spinoza - immanence

Modern materialism - physicalism

Reality orientation important to understand what OBE is - 
where are we going out of body “to”?...



Substance governs the 
universe
Monism
Example: No mind → only 
physical reality
Example: No physical reality 
→ only mind

One

● Materialism
● Idealism
● Neutral Monism (or 

dual-aspect theory)

Substances govern the 
universe
Dualism
Example: Mind and brain 
interact

Two

● Substance (Cartesian) 
Dualism

● Property Dualism

Substances govern the 
universe
Pluralism
Example: Multiple substances 
that may or may not be 
possible to discern interact in 
the universe

> Two

Various systemic schools of thought

+andor



It appears that when consciousness is released from the tether to its exclusive 
physical focus it enters its home territory of non-physicality where it may 
broaden and accentuate its self-awareness into new frontiers. That which 

consciousness then experiences in its home world are the infinite and myriad 
things that can be perceived… encountered… processed… imagined… fantasised 

about… projected into and reinterpreted in waking life in addition to all the former 
unseen subconscious elements which are no longer subconscious… but rather an 
open book for the experiencer not just to see but wander through and experience

- Jurgen Ziewe

German artist/author/OBEr



Open-minded
We actually leave the 

body!

Sceptical
It is all totally in your 

head!Ambivalent
on-the-fence

Susan Blackmore 
dying brain thesis

Proto-theory - An 
anthropological 
thesis related to 
survival and 
trauma
T Metzinger

Is there a phenomenal cross 
over to Lucid Dreams?
"Yes" Stephen LaBerge

Are they just perceptual 
illusions caused by 
vertigo or temporal lobe 
epilepsy?
Olaf Blanke

Everything is love.. We do not go 
out of body we just recline our 
soul into love and warm fuzzy 
energy - Somebody (not verified)

Veridical Mind thesis - De 
Foe
There is a genuine 
veridical split but not in 
the Substance dualism 
sense

ESP theories - 
Palmer / survival 
hypothesis



Theory Evidence:For Evidence:Counter

OBE as a perceptual illusion
The physio-biological hypothesis

Multisensory areas fail to integrate sensory 
signal so our perceptual apparatus “loosen” 
as in the sense of Rubber Hand in Mirror box 
- phantom limb - illusion

Illusory OBEs not as phenomenally rich as 
spontaneous ones
Other cognitive factors not well-established

OBE as hallucination
The cognitive hypothesis

Too much dopamine/serotonin can cause 
body/self integration disturbances likewise 
sleep deprivation body/self distortion

Hallucinations are seldom whole-body 
usually either auditory or visual
Seems a stretch to claim OBE a hallucination

OBE as travels to non-physical 
worlds
The shamanic/transpersonal hypothesis

Rich account of like nothing that can be 
described on this planet

Can say the same thing about dreams or 
other spiritual encounters

OBE is an actual experience of 
leaving the body
The parapsychological hypothesis

Veridical accounts

Descartes' demon and Koestler's ghost - 
WHAT leaves the body - soul or 
consciousness or … ?
The memory/consciousness problem in 
neurophilosophy…



Part 2 - researching OBE
➔ Much work on testing veridical 

OBE is extremely poorly designed 
- very outdated - and not of a 
high quality evidence

➔ Example: Shoe on windowsill report - several 
decades old! Single case report (anecdotal 
evidence only)

➔ Parnia 2014 study on NDEs - design 
limitations

➔ How to properly test OBEs?



Veridical Mind

Problems:

1) People can seldom induce OBE at 
will

2) OBE perception often either 
inconsistent or inaccurate or just 
different (infrared light spectrum)

3) Where do people actually go in 
OBE? Is it a valid place?

SWEET! 
(spot)



Veridical Mind Project
Funded by the Australian Institute of Parapsychological Research

Joyce Bok (Clinical Psychologist and Vice President of AIPR) and 
Alexander De Foe (Psych Industry Fellow at RMIT at the time…)

Published in July 2022 in AJP

Bok, J. L. & De Foe, A. (2022). The efficacy of HypnOBEs in producing veridical psi experiences: A replication study. Australian Journal of Parapsychology, 
22(1), 31-54.



Qualifying research Q:
Why do some people have OBEs more than others?
Dataset

Odds-Ratio Multiplier
General: Gen pop (composite of >10 000 respondents)

5-15% — (base rate)
Students: College students (Irwin)

20-30% ↝ 3.3
Experts: Prior psychical training (Tart/Monroe/etc)

Approx. 50% (if OBE-centered) ↝ 6.7
Hallucination-prone: FPP/SPD i.e. personality/psychopathology (De Foe)

20-30% ↝ 3.3
Experts: Often generate their own OBEs willfully prior to falling asleep (Zingrone/De Foe)

15-25% ↝ 2.6
Drug-users: Tend to smoke pot (Tart)

40-70% (upper-range) ↝ 7.3

BUT NOT reliable: Schizophrenia w/Psychotic features (Blackmore) ⥱ v high incidence/frequency but reality/self 
model collapses making them impossible to work with



People either experienced themselves as a replica 
double of their physical body or a focused point of 
consciousness or no awareness of a body 
whatsoever

Most participants spoke of their “consciousness” 
moving away from their body – this relational 
association with my consciousness was far more 
prominent in wording as opposed to less frequent 
uses of my body or my self

Many accounts were also transpersonal or 
transcendent in nature (e.g. accompanied by a sense 
of self-transcendence or inner peace)

Phase 1 - Survey 
people who had 

"reliable" OBE: N = 
406

Cross section
N = 26 (note proportions are relative)



“I was travelling on an overnight train between 
Greece and Turkey in August 1987. I was in a 
cabin by myself sleeping on the bunk. I was 
suddenly awakened and felt myself floating out 
of my body. I could clearly see my surroundings 
from the light shining in through the cabin 
window from the buildings and roads along the 
railway line. It felt as if I was floating in the air 
and I could see two bodies – my 'real' body 
below me sleeping in the bed and another 
body floating in the air above my 'real' body.”



Spooky action at an (out-of-body) distance?

“Mom's living room several states away…never have been there was able to describe furniture and 
placement…night time she was sitting in a chair reading...even saw what she wore…called next day called to 
verify…also “came to” a few feet above the bed…floated quickly down…husband wanted to know why I was 
up…” (remote details obtained in OBE)

“I saw the death of my great Aunt and Uncle a few months before they died” (precognition in OBE)

“I was with a specific girl in jewelry store. When I came out of the OBE she happened to be the first person I 
saw when I came out of my hotel room. I was then in a jewelry store with her just like the one I saw in the 
OBE” (both remote details and precognition reported)



Phase 2: Participants = 25

Randomised into control or 
experimental

Theory development - based 
off Patrizio Tressoldi HypnOBE 
protocol invented in Italy 
(Hypnosis theory of OBE)



Sampling
Measures:

● Consent and demographics form
● Hypnosis susceptibility test
● Hypnosis script to induce OBE - 

custom version by JB
● Visualisation script for controls
● OBE questionnaire - De Foe

All research done in Melbourne at box hill 
clinic

Methods:

Participants assessed for hypnosis and 
OBE strength

Participants randomly assigned to 
control or experimental

Strong OBErs re-invited for two follow-up 
tests



What’s in 
the box?

Okay okay you 
caught us 
we’ve been 
doing funky 
stuff with psi



Results of HypnOBE 
studies

Part 3







Statistically interesting results
Fisher's Exact stat test was used to determine if there was a signif difference in proportions 
between the HypnOBE and Control conditions across each of the three sessions (i.e. Phase 
2 and Phase 3a+b collapsed as the psi measure = exact-hits + partial-hits)

When carrying out tests for P3a and P3b results were not signif between the HypnOBE and 
control groups (p = 0.71 for Session 2… p = 0.32 for Session 3).

When we combined all three sessions into a single analysis using a 
Fisher-Freeman-Halton Exact test a signif result was noted (p = .05 one-tailed) 
suggesting that overall the HypnOBE condition showed a hit result above chance 
when compared with the control condition





Case study datum of interest
Participant xx: Female who ranked high on hypnotisability (assessed clinically 
by Joy Bok) and prior OBEs (assessed scientifically by AD) / 1 correct hit across 
all sessions

in post-interview told JB she had done a course on psychic development 
20yrs ago - couldn’t remember which one + in post interview (phase 3b) 
reported she failed at the task due to "performance anxiety"

Participant xx: Like above (hypnotisability score + OBE score was high) - partial 
hit (described dots)



Case study datum of interest
Participant xx: Male: failed at task but 
reported instead what the hypnotist 
(JB) saw on her trip to the clinic (kinda 
weird)

Participant xx: Male reported a hit but 
was in the control group (!?)



Potential model

Account

Personal perception Others’ perception

Verified 
characteristics by 

others

Subjective 
impression

ex - psi 
hallucination 

exertion

Veridical aspects 
self-reported

Subjective aspects 
Personal 

integration

Micro-phenomenology model 
presented by Alex at AIPR Research 
Convention in Sydney 2018



Future induction ideas
★ Longer training programme - if participants can practice their OBE 

induction for a longer time in a more relaxed environment and have more 
opportunities to induce

★ Modern induction principles - in 2023 Dr Storm - Dr Vlad Dubaj and myself 
were awarded a BIAL Grant to study transcranial magnetic stimulation in 
"Switching ON" psychic capacities which may extend to future work around 
RV/OBE - Research commencing mid-year at Swinburne
○ (ps pre invitation to take part!!!!)

★ Unique pathways to understanding OBE via new theoretical work - What is 
the nature of reality / simulacra / consciousness and light it can shed on 
where we go in OBE…
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